SHOW SEASON
Specialists in English, Western and Hunt Custom Riding Apparel

Email __________________________

Name __________________________ Date __________________________

Address __________________________ Phone __________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________

Man [ ] Woman [ ] Boy (Age) ______ Girl (Age) ______ Height ______ Weight ______

Normal size of shirt ______ Pants ______ Suit ______ Have you ordered from us before? Yes [ ] No [ ]

Trainer's Name __________________________

Circle correct description of shoulders

- Head erect
- Narrow back, full chest
- Head normal
- Regular back and chest
- Head forward
- Regular back and chest
- Stooping
- Full back, full chest
- Stout
- Regular back and chest
- Normal
- Shoulders and medium neck
- Full sloping shoulders and long neck
- Extreme high shoulders and short neck

TAKE ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS OVER LIGHT SHIRT, JEANS, AND BOOTS EXCEPT FOR THE WAIST.
THE WAIST SHOULD BE TAKEN NEXT TO THE SKIN AT ACTUAL WAISTLIN.

MEASUREMENTS NEEDED FOR SHIRT, COAT OR VEST

Take following measurements over shirt and jeans:

1. Width of shoulders A to B ______

2. Width of back C to D. Put index finger in armpit and take measurement one thumb length above armpit. ______

3. Waist length from lower edge of collar G to waist H ______

4. Hunt coat length G to middle of seat H1 ______

5. Saddle coat length G to I ______

6. Full sleeve inseam I to top of hand L ______

7. Full sleeve outseam A to top of hand L ______

8. Measure actual wrist M (for shirt cuffs) ______

MEASUREMENTS NEEDED FOR VEST AND JACKET

A-A Opening ______

B-B at waist ______

C-C below waist ______

Shoulder to Elbow ______

MEASUREMENTS NEEDED FOR SHIRT, COAT, VEST AND PANTS

Bicep ______

Forearm ______

Shoulder to point of bust S-B ______

Panty bottom measurement from N between legs to back N ______

Straddle ______

Front of waist thru leg to waist in back ______

Inseam ______

I to floor F ______

Around knee in bent position ______

Garter, around small of leg just below knee ______

Calf, around largest part ______

Hat size ______

Neck ______

Across base of neck ______

Above bust ______

Bust or chest ______

Bodice ______

Waist ______

Against bare skin ______

Abdomen ______

Seat fullest part ______

Chap thigh ______

Upper thigh ______

Mid thigh ______

Lower thigh ______

Knee ______

Length down side from waist W to garter G ______

Calf ______

Outseam length down side from waist W to floor F ______
PLEASE READ WHEN ORDERING
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING MEASUREMENTS

THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED WITH YOUR ORDER TO ENSURE PROCESSING.

IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN PROFESSIONALLY MEASURED BY A SHOW SEASON STAFF MEMBER, PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FORM REGARDING MEASUREMENTS. YOUR ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT THIS SIGNED FORM.

I, ________________________________, understand that the measurements recorded and given to show season are, to the best of my knowledge, accurate and complete measurements in regards to this specific order. I also recognize that any alteration costs (if any need to be made) are my sole responsibility. Remember, we have not seen you and depend completely on the information and measurements submitted to us in the processing and cutting of your order.

SIGNED: ________________________________ DATE: ________________

IF YOU HAVE BEEN MEASURED BY A STAFF MEMBER, PLEASE INDICATE THE SPECIFIC SHOW AND YEAR TO HELP US LOCATE YOUR MEASUREMENTS PROMPTLY.

YES, I HAVE BEEN MEASURED BY A SHOW SEASON STAFF MEMBER AT:
HORSE SHOW: ________________________________ MONTH/YEAR: ________________

IF YOU ARE A PAST SHOW SEASON CLIENT, PLEASE INDICATE ANY COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR CLOTHING ALONG WITH ANY CHANGES IN HEIGHT OR WEIGHT SO THAT YOUR CURRENT FILE MAY BE UPDATED.

________________________________________________________________________

WE STRIVE TO SATISFY ALL CUSTOMERS AS OUR REPUTATION DEPENDS ON YOUR SATISFACTION. WHEN TAKING YOUR OWN MEASUREMENTS KEEP THE FOLLOWING IN MIND:

■ CHECK YOUR MEASUREMENT TAPE WITH A RULER OR YARDSTICK. SOME TAPES WILL STRETCH WITH USE.
■ FILL OUT THE MEASUREMENT FORM COMPLETELY. BE SURE TO INCLUDE THE HEIGHT, WEIGHT, BODY STANCE AND BUILD OF SHOULDERS AS THESE ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT PIECES OF INFORMATION.
■ BEFORE TAKING MEASUREMENTS, TIE A STRING AROUND YOUR ACTUAL WAIST AGAINST BARE SKIN TO ACCURATELY MARK YOUR WAIST POSITION, AS MANY OF THE MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN TO OR FROM THIS POINT.
■ TAKE MEASUREMENTS IN A LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT WITH JEANS OR SLACKS. DO NOT TAKE ANY MEASUREMENTS ON BARE SKIN OR IN A BODY SUIT EXCEPT YOUR ACTUAL WAIST! PLEASE INDICATE WHAT TYPE OF SHOES WERE WORN.
■ TAKE ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS; DO NOT ADD OR SUBTRACT INCHES AROUND OR IN LENGTH. BE HONEST ABOUT YOUR HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.
■ THE SHOW SEASON STAFF IS ALWAYS READY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS, SO PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL US FOR ASSISTANCE.